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Grace



Goodwill
Listen for understanding
Stay Engaged
Speak Your Truth
Expect & Accept Non-Closure

Continuing Courageous Conversations Toolkit



Lean into the
Uncomfortability



Take Care
of Yourself



Meet Virginia



Ensure that racial equity is embedded in our
advocacy workSu

Collaborate with legal and BIPOC community
members on racial justice issues

Tangible action steps to advance racial justice and
support legal services organizations

Support BIPOC attorneys

My Role







Goals for
today 

Expand individual
capacity to
address racism

Enhance
knowledge of
racism

Great discussion



Agenda
How we get
there

What we want
to achieve

What we're
fighting
against



Understanding Racism











How do you maintain oppression?





Personal/Interpersonal 



Individual attitudes about inferiority
and superiority that are learned or
internalized either directly
or indirectly and can be conscious or
unconscious.

Columbia Legal Services



Interpersonal Level



Interactions among people that
perpetuate racial hierachy and
disparities, intentionally and
unconsciously. 



Unconscious negative and
positive associationsof a
particular ethnicity,
gender, or social group
that influences actions or
perceptions.

Unavoidable.

Predictable.

Implicit Bias:  Everyone has it!





Institutional Level



Institutional racism occurs within and
between institutions. Institutional racism is
discriminatory treatment, unfair policies and
inequitable opportunities, impacts and outcomes,
based on race, produced and perpetuated by
institutions (schools, mass media, criminal
justice system, courts, etc.)

Columbia Legal Services





Structural Level



Racial bias among institutions across society. It involves
the cumulative and compounding effects of an array of
societal factors, including history, culture, ideology and
interactions of institutions and racially inequitable
policies (dependence of schools on local property taxes -
redlining/housing discrimination).

Shriver Center on Poverty Law



https://capstone.unst.pdx.edu/courses/meditation-and-service



White Supremacy &
Fragility 



Tema Okun

White people from Black, Indigenous, and People of Color (BIPOC);
Black, Indigenous, and People of Color from each other;
White people from other white people;
Each and all of us from the earth, the sun, the wind, the water, the
stars, the animals that roam(ed) the earth;
Each of us from ourselves and from source

The ruling class elite or the power elite in the colonies of what was to
become the United States used the pseudo-scientific concept of race to
create whiteness and a hierarchy of racialized value in order to
disconnect and divide:



Anti-Blackness



Prioritizing proximity to whiteness through
beliefs, attitudes, actions, practices, and
behaviors of individuals and institutions that
devalue, minimize, and marginalize the full
participation of Black people—visibly (or
perceived to be) of African descent.

BU Anti-Racism Center



How is racism at play?



Understanding Racial
Equity Work



Path to Racial Equity



Addressing the laws,
institutions, policies, and
practices that reinforce
differential outcomes by
race. 

 Racial Equity Work



What is Racial
Justice?

The systematic fair treatment of
people of all races, resulting in
equitable opportunities and
outcomes for all.

The presence of deliberate
systems and supports to achieve
and sustain racial equity through
proactive and preventative
measures.



Racial Equity

When one’s racial

identity no longer

predicts, in a statistical

sense, how one fares in

life.



Racial Equality

When all races receive the
same treatment.



Inclusion

Effort and practices in which different groups or
individuals having different backgrounds and lived
experiences are genuinely welcomed, authentically
included, and equally treated.



The creation and proactive
reinforcement of policies,
practices, attitudes and
actions that produce equitable
power, access, opportunities
treatment and outcomes for all.

ANTI-RACISM



abolition 
Eradication of all iterations of slavery that
were enacted via state and institutional
power, which shapes acceptable and
accepted forms of subjectivity, safety, and
social formation.

Abolition of Open Schools



trauma
informed



How to Embed Racial
Justice in Your Work



Path to Racial Equity



Will

Learn

Map

Image
Practice



Will & Willingness



Open to learn
Open to uncomfortability
Open to change
Open to reflection
Open to creativity 
Open to liberation
Open to transparency



Racial Justice Core Practices

Structural
Racialization

Social
Cognition &
Implicit Bias

Systems
Thinking

Community
Lawyering

Multi-Form
Advocacy

Communication
& Framing

Leadership &
Organizational

Alignment



The Five Levels of Race Equity Work



How are we racialized? 



Understand History 
 & Impact 





Measures our implicit bias via associations we
have based on our own life experiences.

Results may not align with our explicit belief.

Implicit Association Test



Emphasize the impact on you:
 “That comment didn’t land well on me, because . . .”

 
Show how your views have evolved: 

“I used to agree with your perspective, but I was
convinced of __ when . . .”

 
Affirm their values: 

“I know you care about ___. What you just said
doesn’t sound consistent with that.”

 
Affirm their intentions: 

“While I’m sure you didn’t mean it to come across this
way, I found ___ insulting.”



Ask a clarifying question:  
"What made you think I was the interpreter?"

Appeal to organizational values: 
“As an officer of the court, it’s my responsibility to uphold an inclusive democratic culture,
so I need to address what you just said.”

Educate:
 “I just read a great article/case/study on this topic. Could I send it your way?”

Model what they could have said: 
“I think the client would really like her” (in response to misgendering).

Ask them to explain their views: 
“I didn’t get that joke. Could you explain it to me?”

Paraphrase or repeat what they said: 
“To make sure I heard you correctly, did you just say ___?”



SYSTEMS THINKING
The analysis of underlying structures, cause
and effect relationships and
interdependencies among various parts of a
whole with the goal of developing effective,
feasible solutions that address underlying
cause of problems.



Map it! 



New Advocacy Tools



Goals and Objectives for
Advocacy

Community Engagement

Racism

Data

Systems Analysis

Messaging



Language Matters



Does this....
reinforce or reduce
racial disparities? 

David J. Harris
Former Managing Director 

 Charles Hamilton Houston Institute
for Race and Justice
 Harvard Law School



Underepresented 
Maginalized 

Equity
Lived Experience
Center the Voices

Broken
home

Black on black
crime

Privilege

Minority





“These aren’t the kind of men you send to jail,” Kaufman said in defense of
the sentences. “We’re talking here about a man who’s held down a
responsible job for 17 or 18 years, and his son is employed and is a part-time
student. You don’t make the punishment fit the crime, you make the
punishment fit the criminal.”





Mugshots were used in coverage of 45% of cases involving
Black people accused of crimes compared to only 8% of
cases involving white defendants

White victims were nearly four times more likely to be
presented in photos with friends and family than Black
people victimized by crime

Media coverage was 50% more likely to refer to white
defendants by name as compared to Black defendants



Imagine



Race is not a
predicator of how one

will fare in life.  





Thank You!

Virginia Benzan
vbenzan@mlri.org


